ALUMINUM REVOLUTION
Changing the way America does Aluminum Fence

*See Inside for more information on our“Revolutionary Rail Mount System”
Why choose Signature Series Products?

Because of the vast number of product choices available today, we have developed a simple system to outline all the advantages our products offer over the competition. After comparing us with the competition, it will become clear why our products are the superior choice.

With 30 years of experience behind us, we know that an aluminum fence is only as strong as its horizontal rails. The design of our rail takes into account “Elementary Beam Theory” used in developing support beams. The longer the lateral cross section, the greater the support and strength. In other words, heavier or thicker walls doesn’t necessarily mean stronger, it’s the design of the rail supports that make it stronger.

Horizontal ribs are added for strength, also creating two points of contact with the picket, preventing the rail from twisting.

Installation with our patent pending LIPQuick is fast and easy. There are no special tools needed for installation or removal, making it easy to create an access point anywhere in the fence line and reduce the cost of any unforeseen future repairs. Gone are the days of installing “post-panel / post-panel” because you can set your posts before installing your panels. This eliminates the possibility of loose or uneven posts due to disturbing the cement footing before it has a chance to harden.

All of our panels are made rackable; unlike most of our competition, rackability comes as a standard option at no additional cost. This eliminates the guess work and mistakes in ordering material for uneven or sloped terrain.

An additional benefit to our patent pending LIPQuick is that it fills the void where the rail and post come together. Bees and other insects love to build their nests inside aluminum posts. Most traditional aluminum fences have nothing to guard against this problem. Our patent pending LIPQuick creates a barrier that prevents these pests from making their homes in your posts.

We powder coat all of our aluminum fence to provide a beautiful lasting finish in your choice of 13 colors (see color chart) Customize any style fence using decorative accents and multiple colors to provide your own unique look.

Our aluminum fence is proudly extruded, powder coated and assembled in the U.S.A. It is maintenance free and offers a Limited Lifetime Warranty.

Signature Series Products New: “Revolutionary Rail Mount System”

Visit our website for more information @ www.aluminumrevolution.com
Due to printing process, colors shown are approximate and as closely matched as possible to the actual powder colors.